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Using the MEAP Strand and GLCE Analysis Report  

 While I was in the classroom, I often struggled on finding ways to weave in MEAP scores 

from the previous year in order to drive instruction for my current students. It goes without 

saying that MEAP data is great to use when examining systemic issues or planning for school 

improvement. However, when I discovered the MEAP Strand and GLCE Analysis Report in the 

pre-built report section of DataDirector, I was able to quickly make sense of my MEAP data in a 

format that was easy to use. Essentially the data would allow me to determine which GLCEs my 

students have been struggling with over time. I could use this information to make decisions 

about the pacing and content of my units and lessons. Here’s an example of how I used this 

report: 

1. Access the Report 

 

2. Select your report settings. These are the settings I would use: 
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Once you get past the “Test Type” field, you have some decisions to make. I skip “Sections”, but 

use “Strands” and “Summary Options”. For Strands, I typically choose to show all strands at 

first. The first time I run the report, I do not use GLCEs. I do this in order to determine which 

strands my students struggled with.  

 

When I use Summary Options at the classroom level, I choose to include only the school 

summary. I do this so that I can see the average percent correct for all of my students. This 

makes it easier to notice trends. If you’d like to see each kid’s score for each strand or GLCE, 

feel free to choose the individual student score option as well.  

3. After clicking submit, the report is generated. As I look at the report for 3rd grade 

Reading, I notice that Informational Text is my lowest strand. However, Informational 

Text only has 2 possible questions. Comprehension on the other hand, has 15 points 

possible and my students are performing at a 66%. I decide to dig deeper into the 

Comprehension Strand. 

 

4. Click “Modify This Report” and return to the report settings screen. 
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5. Select the “Add Strands” button. Check and expand the Comprehension Strand and 

check the GLCEs underneath it. Click Save Changes and Submit.  

 

6. The report returns my students’ performance on only the Comprehension GLCEs. I 

observe that R.CM.02.02 was the lowest on the 2012 MEAP. This GLCE deals with 

retelling and summarizing grade level text.  

 

7. At this point, I would select “Modify this Report” again and return to the report 

overview screen. From there, I would change the Population Year and Test Year in order 

to determine if my students have consistently struggled on this GLCE or if it’s just a 

onetime occurrence. Multiple years’ data can be a powerful tool when looking to make 

changes in instruction based on data.  

While this example was completed using 3rd grade reading data, secondary teachers can use 

the MME Strand Analysis Report for a similar data dig. One difference with the MME Strand 

Analysis Report, however, is that it will not dig down to the HSCE level due to ACT 

Assessment Security.  


